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MONUMENT
Kristen Gleason

Author Joanna Ruocco on “Monument”:
A room in my apartment has windows all around (a box of glass), and the
weird shining black-green of magnolia leaves presses up to the glass (a
box in black-green). I read “Monument” in that room and traveled from my
own black-green world into another. When I finished reading the story, I
read it again. I thought, this story guards a dangerous secret but the secret
is the story itself.
“Monument” repeats its greens, overlaps its blacks, folds its fables in on
themselves. I love the play of surfaces, the act of surfacing that makes the
story flutter. I love the clarity and the mystery of the language. I imagine
the author composing it by hand, in mirror writing. I imagine getting a
hold of that handwritten manuscript and reading, in a room of windows, its
reflection in the glass. What you imagine after reading “Monument” is part
of “Monument.” You become the other half of its troubling heart.

KRISTEN GLEASON
Monument
I rode a train into the green valley. Twin sisters sat on the red seats facing
me. They shared one shawl and one bunch of grapes and their hair was
one black heart that framed their heads, which were touching inside of a
special and violent privacy. Together they read through a stack of letters,
and I watched.
B who was S?
I don’t know B are you sure we knew an S?
Yes B listen to this: S, I’ve run your question across the grate and can
only answer no. No you can’t come another time. No we can’t play anymore.
Please stop returning like a fool.
B how mean.
B this is your handwriting.
Oh B I remember he had an S on his shoes.
Scarf or ball B?
Ball.
Good riddance then.
One twin wrote a note to the other on the back of an international
envelope. Her sister read it and nodded sympathetically and then they
looked at me. They were smiling like two nurses.
I looked out of the window at the green valley. It sped away and sped
away. Sometimes the green would stop and it was as if a black horn had
thrust through the earth and the view would go dark and smooth and I
would try to slow it down—was it the head and the beak of a crow, was it a
fall of hair or an iron spike or a portion of my house, my ruined house—what
was it? But the green would return, the leaf-green valley with its leaf-green
mind, which could never be the home of my heart.
The twins took photographs of each other inside the shawl. Each flash
made them glow like a pink and living crystal.
B you are so beautiful.
B you.
Look B it’s like we’re in the pink desert with our bowls of tea.
B I miss it there.
Me too B.
I know B plus Fourth Prince.
Yes Fourth Prince.
We never got his picture.
One of the twins wore slippers. They were backless and sideless and
red with a little hood where she could slip her toes inside. I watched her
put them on and take them off with each swing of her leg and I thought of
a magician I’d seen as a child who had hidden his head inside a giant hat
and then slowly removed the hat to show that he no longer had a face and
who faceless had pretended to try to comfort all the children. Hoo, Hoo,
Hoo, he said, in a voice that bubbled up from somewhere beneath his skin,
so that each of us was forced to imagine a hidden mouth, a trapped mouth,
5
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a smothered, useless mouth. Which to a child was—well it was. I may not
have recovered.
I wanted to stand and take a walk down the aisle but was afraid of falling.
The valley was becoming narrow, the green and the green and the black horn
were closing in.
I was on the way to visit my cousin who was on display in a research
hospital. When I thought of him I could picture his body: the three deep
bowls in his chest, where in the middle bowl you could, at first, see the
flutter of his heart and later his actual heart. Since I’d come home from the
army, I’d got two bowls of my own, and now I put my hand over the third,
which had just begun to form, and I thought hopefully of a future in which
I might get to see the workings of my own heart but not have to see the
thing itself. To see the pump beneath my skin—if that could be the sum of
my unusual experience. Maybe I would not have to suffer as my cousin had.
Maybe it would not surface.
The train car smelled of seafood and disinfectant, the black horn came
and went and the green was all around, and the twins ate candied rose petals
over a photo album.
Remember this B?
Yes B.
The hidden arena.
Musical reeds.
We got shushed B.
I know B but they secretly liked it.
The fun doesn’t have to stop B.
No B we won’t let it.
What did he call us B?
Who?
Fourth Prince.
Black and wild B.
Are we B?
They let the question hang between them, and they smiled at each other
and seemed to open and close their eyes in coded sequence. Their blinking
had a sound, the fall and snap of a sheet in the hands of a capable orderly.
I saw their privacy pass between them and it was firm as bone and colored
black and I began to think that I was witness to the pearl of the black horn
and the pearl was two female twins in a black-heart frame. But the green
kept flashing. It was my mind. I could not stop watching it go.
Then the bare toe of the red-slippered twin brushed against my leg, and
the little touch rescued me from the window and the valley’s pushy green,
and then she slipped her toes back inside the red hood and seemed not to
notice that anything had happened at all. I wanted to talk to her. I thought I
might. She had made contact.
The train stopped. The conductor announced a delay. The train relaxed,
the air was fresh, I could see people stepping out onto the grass.
B some air?
Yes please B.
I steeled myself for the shock of their separate heads. They held the
shawl between them like a length of rope as they moved away down the
aisle.
My chest itched as if some little industrious man were scooping away
at my skin. I looked and looked and finally spotted the twins in the narrow
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green field between the train and the valley wall, which rose almost vertically
toward its saw-toothed top. They had spread their shawl on the grass, and
they were lying face to face, pulling each other’s hair and laughing. I thought,
B, B, B, they must be, again and again without breath, and I wanted to hear for
myself—this wild repetition meaning a wild closeness such as I had never
known.
I walked the length of the train, bashfully, apologizing to anything.
When I stepped out onto the grass, my ankle folded and I fell sideways like
a noodle into the grass. Someone laughed, someone else burped.
The twins didn’t notice me as I approached, so deeply were they B, B, B in
the sun. But when I arrived, when I was standing over them like a blind giant,
they silently made room for me, they patted the spot where I was to sit. I
joined them but they went on as if I were not there. I stared at my hands. I
felt that my pants had shrunk. I was about to roll away through the grass
and switch seats on the train and never again intrude on anyone, anywhere.
A little girl began to donkey kick in front of us, around us. She kicked and
stared, kicked and stared, not at me, but at the twins. She had a simple face,
flat and even, her tiny features crowded up around her nose. Her glasses
were huge, her eyes too. She had the look of a wild goldfish caught between
two rough fingers. Somewhere her parents were enjoying some good, good
quiet.
She kicked again and couldn’t keep herself from staring at the twins;
she stared long enough that they stopped their B, B, B, and turned toward her,
and one of the twins made a gesture like come closer, come on. But the girl
just stepped around in a little square of grass, spooked, and I could see that
she was searching for the perfect thing to say, the thing that would secure
her release. She shut her giant eyes and screamed, We have a new Pope! and
each echo of her announcement bubbled around in the valley and returned
and returned and with each return gained a tone that the little girl had not
given it, an adult tone, indicating sarcasm or exhaustion. The earnestness of
her pronouncement was lost. She took off kicking toward the train.
B like a pigeon in the smoke
Just like B.
Now they thought of me. Red slipper squeezed my shoulder. She spoke
to me directly.
Isn’t this all highly natural? It takes me back. This valley. Far back. It
goes deep. Fable-deep.
B you’re right. Your eyes are pink.
Red slipper set her leg over my leg. She seemed to be setting some
conditions. Her face floated in pink shadow and was the face of a wise and
festive baby.
Tell me the fable of this valley. You.
She pointed at me. My third bowl thumped. I thought of myself as an
old man made of salt, thudding across a colorless bridge to black, returning
from black. I searched the edges of the valley for the darkest horn and saw
only the leaf-green fall, without seam or break. So this is my mind, I thought.
I’ll tell. Sure, I’ll tell.
Okay, I began, let me see.
I struggled past my tongue. She pressed my leg with her leg and her twin
looked away, as if my voice, presenting itself, were immodest.
The fable of this valley, I said, begins with women. Women who worked
in a tea field.
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Where?
Here.
Right here? There’s not even a shadow of a field.
No, about a mile down.
Go on.
I thought, This is where one would mine one’s memory. This is where
one would pretend, where the fable would fill up with familiar friends, where
the teller would drape a curtain over all known players to make new players.
I could barely begin. While I hurtled down the narrow green, how could I
begin? I was away, I had always been.
I stuck my hand into the ground and felt the fleshy snap of breaking
root. To the deep. That’s where. In the bowl of my head. Through the window
of the train—green, green, green, and black. I still had dreams of life.
Bear with me, I said. The women worked every day. Tirelessly. They knew
very few people who were not themselves. They were known to each other
so deeply that if they were tired one of them could nap on behalf of them all,
and so their work went well and they were admired for their industriousness
and rewarded with time off that they never took.
Visitors came through the valley often. This was once the way to the
capital before the capital sunk and was covered by water and stone and
then forgotten and rebuilt somewhere else, and the most frequent visitors
were men traveling alone, on their way to find an opportunity or a cure. For
the most part, the women weren’t moved by these visitors; they worked and
drank tea and spoke to each other only of what had happened yesterday and
of what would happen tomorrow.
B is this right?
It’s his fable B.
We are women too B and we cover it all.
We do B. We confer constantly.
Without limit.
Without.
Wildly!
The slipper had slipped off. Bravely, I took it in my hand and tried to
hook its hood over her toes but missed and missed again. I pawed at her
foot with my feminine tool. The twins exploded like stars underground.
They laughed and laughed and hugged and rolled away and rolled back.
Red slipper gently pushed me to the ground, her hand filling my third
bowl. This feels insane, she said, uncanny.
She knelt at my side and felt my first and my second and then took her
twin’s hand and helped her feel them too.
B feel.
I feel B. Three depressions. This one not as deep.
They ringed and rubbed my bowls with their same-shaped fingers. I
tried to hover above the grass, not to require, not to weep. I told the little
man, Shovel faster, make it deep, so they can feel. Open was the green and
closed it was too and flashing, flashing, past the black of the horn. There
was memory, forcing up through the earth, and I rose with it, hard, black and
determined.
One day, I said, a man came to the valley. This man was in search of
a monument. He’d learned of this monument when, eavesdropping by the
quay, he’d heard a sea captain say to a little boy: A line of seals scooted
out of the sea, they would not stop, they left the shore and went over the
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hill to the leaf-green valley, and on and on they went, and I followed, on
and on until they reached a remarkable monument, someone’s impossible
erection—a thick black horn sticking up from the earth, high as the sky and
wider than your mother’s house—and what do you think the seals did? They
scooted around the Black Horn, they circled it entirely, and then they went
back toward the sea. But they were exhausted. They had dried out. All of
them died in the sun of the valley and rotted and sank into the ground. I tell
you what, said the sea captain, lifting the little boy’s shirt, Some journeys
are not meant to be taken. Some journeys are insane.
And so, overcome by curiosity about the Black Horn, the man had come
to the valley to see the monument for himself. When he asked the woman
about it, he called it the Black Horn, as the sea captain had, but met with
little success. Do you know about the Black Horn? he would ask a woman
in the field, and she would float off between the tea plants and whisper to
another woman and those two would link arms and move away together,
down the rows, and this went on and on, resembling a formal dance with
one desperate man in attendance. Finally, one of the women, before floating
away, said, I’ve heard of it, but I’ve never seen it. No one here can help you.
Go away.
My heart pounded in my third bowl. It was a skinned animal that had
come to dry out in the dip of my chest. The twins were sympathetic. Slow
down, they said. We are listening. We are patient.
He could not try forever, I said. Not without reward. The man gave up.
But he was upset. He’d traveled a long way to see the monument, but no one
would help him.
B but why?
Trust the teller B.
No reason. He just wanted to see it, I said.
The train rumbled and shifted on its tracks.
I tried to sit up. They were not holding me down. Their hands were light,
the air was light, the train was a big black sigh that had ended.
So, I said, the man set up camp near the field, but not too near, not
wanting to alarm the women. He dealt with his disappointment by lying on
his back in the leaf-green grass and threading the stars together.
How lovely B. A net.
No B a scarf!
Yes B yes B I see it. I see it.
Whatever you like, I said. Whatever you like. So, as the man lay weaving
a scarf from the sky, one of the women approached. It was the one who
had earlier admitted having heard of the monument. She came with her
hands over her mouth. She waited until she was sure he understood that
he must stay quiet, and then she told him what she knew. Nobody speaks of
the monument, she said, because one of us killed herself there. And why did
she? the man asked.
The train sounded, and the blast filled the valley. My heart quivered at
the bottom of the bowl and blackness split my eye. Here was green across
from green, I knew the color well, but blackness, oh blackness—I knew it
better. I’d stood at its base, I could feel it even now, the rough, shingled skin
of the horn of the earth, and my home was there, my ruin, in the shadow of
the highest black. There was something I’d forgotten. It returned now, as the
twins plunged their fingers toward my heart, as they slid down the side of
my third and final bowl.
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Go on. Don’t stop now.
Make it sound. Make it move.
B do you feel it?
Yes I feel it B.
The little girl, the pope’s herald, appeared in a train car window. She
stared at me as the train rocked forward and backward and as the horn
sounded and sounded again. The twins took turns listening to my chest.
Red slipper raised my shirt.
The little girl raised her shirt, too, and pressed her bareness against the
window and breathed against the glass and clouded her face and only her
smoothness showed, and it put me in mind of other shows, other feminine
demonstrations, which were guileless and easy, but which split the green
of the home anyway. The little girl disappeared from the window and was
replaced by her mother, whose face floated before her large, shadowy body.
She stared at me as if I’d crossed the awful distance.
Gently, the twins touched. They explored my skin and the spot barely
covering my heart and at times it seemed as if they were gently digging,
too, gently as their curiosity would allow, and I thought, Fine, lay it bare, lay
it bare.
B can it be?
Yes B we might get to see.
He made a scarf from the sky B.
Isn’t this wild B?
I stood at the base of the Black Horn, and a young woman stood there
too, she smelled of chamomile, and my ruined house smoldered in the
shadows. The woman went gray before my eyes. Are you dying? I asked her.
I’m waiting for my man to show, she said. And I thought to myself, I have
been away too long. My home is black, my heart is black, my heart must rise
through the valley’s green. I must surface.
The train blasted. It moved down the tracks. I sat up in the green and
watched the black go away and the twins waved to me from the window as
if they were just arriving in the heart of my home, as if they were back from
a long, long trip, as if they loved me, and like a murderer who has forgotten
his crime but has long suspected the blackness of his heart, I turned away
from all women and waited for the thing to show.

NATALIE CUNNINGHAM
Earth Works
The people of the Midwest were inveterate movers of the earth. Monks
Mound towers above its landscape, with hundreds of smaller mounds
tossed across the landscape like a child playing jacks on the table of the
soil. They used seashells, stone hoes, baskets, a painstaking process of
digging, loading, hauling, dumping, shaping. Someone estimates fortythree million baskets full of clay, each weighing fifty pounds, must have
been used for this single mound. They say Monks Mound was built in
multiple stages, layered with clay, sand, and stone to control drainage.
The primary soil came from, on average, nearly a mile away. And colored
soil—red, blue, white, black, orange gray—was used for some sections of
the mound, hauled in from much farther away, possibly even floated in on
the rivers. And the meaning of it all? Why try to control the landscape in
this way? Is it a means of worship, a symbol of respect for the land or for
a person, or simply a way to keep busy when the crops are not in need of
work?
My mother sold perennials out of our front yard. She therefore developed
her own recipe for dirt. Mostly peat moss, with a scoop of Osmocote and
a few scoops of Perlite. The Osmocote was tiny round bubbles and a dull,
puke yellow like mustard seeds on steroids. The Perlite was soft, light and
white like snow. I could crush a grain of it into powder and scoop it up with
a hushed crunch like low-key styrofoam. My mother had a big white bucket,
a fifty-gallon plastic drum that had been chopped off to be two feet deep.
She would sit on a low stool that was spray-painted goldenrod and add the
most important ingredient: water. The peat would turn mushy instead of
powdery, receptive to mixing instead of the fertilizers simply settling to
the bottom. Even now, I instantly know the smell of peat moss, Osmocote,
and Perlite, and their smell when wet, which is completely different. It has
none of the mustiness of clay or the subtlety of a sandbox. It is pungent,
fills a room with the smell of fresh cut wood and a waterfall.
In Utah, the earth is red. The color of the inside of a cherry tree or a cedar.
The color of pale cayenne pepper. Copper and rust. Some of it holds enough
iron to skew the arrow of your compass. The color of bright red hair. It is
sandstone turned back to dust. It flies up in thin tornadoes that skid along
as though they have some place to go and they are in a hurry to get there.
A flash flood can rush through a canyon and scour the soil from the earth,
carrying it onward. There are canyons that ten years ago were “sidewalks,”
flat and easy. But powerful rains bore the soft sand into the San Juan River,
leaving bare boulders, a rough, beat-up landscape. This is the eternal
battle here, between water and sand, the two great forces that keep this
land in agony, fighting with itself. As with so many forces of nature, the
11
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elements are at odds. They do not need human interference to struggle
with one another, to re-shape the land and create a new environment. But
their battle offers an opportunity to watch, to see how the earth repairs
itself after a fight. For surely that is what we are in: a fight to the death with
the earth herself.
Sometimes the soil does not behave as it should. I was seven when I first
saw Yellowstone. The earth was boiling. It was as though the soil could
no longer be strong enough or thick enough to hold the earth together, so
the earth’s insides were seeping out. I suppose that must be what flowing
lava is like. The earth’s skin is peeled back, a scab that festers, oozes. In
a terrible movie, this is the place where radioactive insects or dinosaurs
or some other terror would emerge. It holds the smell of decay, but when
the earth erupts with the violence of a geyser, all is suddenly transformed
into magnificence, a newness and novelty that brings us to our spiritual
knees. Here we allow the earth to be furious and powerful, un-subdued,
beyond human control and direct influence. These powerful places of the
earth are our sacred ground. They are the temples we instinctively respect
because they bring us to humility by their unrelenting strength. The earth
as a whole is just as powerful, as volatile and demanding. It may not erupt
with the same visible intensity, but it is just as close to endangering us.
Octagons, squares, lines, and circles proclaim geometric ideas with earth.
These enclosures are massive, shaping the earth to create high berms like
levies against the rest of the world. The shapes are turned to align with the
sky, but their voice is the soil. These may house golf courses, dog parks, or
wooded hilltops. In the eyes of the Hopewell and Adena in Ohio and beyond,
moving earth may have been a kind of religion, a way to profess belief
in something larger than the self. For here, the movement of soil wasn’t
only concerned with the earth and its people, but the profession moved
to the sky. Standing on a hill at the edge of a golf course, looking across
a massive circle and then an even more massive octagon, a shaman could
watch the moon rising at its farthest southern extent, seen only once in a
generation. The movement of earth became a part of the movement of the
heavens. Or perhaps it was not religion. Perhaps it was art, an expression
of creativity on a grand scale. For humans will go to extraordinary lengths
for the sake of art. And if art is capable of driving us to these lengths, can
it also drive us to save ourselves?
The soil where I grew up should have been wonderful. We lived in the
Mississippi River Valley, across the river from St. Louis, where Cahokia
was once so successful. And the corn crops and soybeans are still fruitful.
But we lived on a hillside above the reach of the floodwaters. We were safe
in 1993 when cities nearby were threatened and drowned in the Great Flood.
But the soil in this safety was pure clay. Hard. Orange. A shovel would cut
into it with a grainy, slicing feel, like trying to scoop cheese. It would come
out in a chunk that was thick, heavy, crumbly. The kind of mud that is slick
when wet, not sandy. On top, there was a thin façade of loam. In that, ferns
and hostas, grass and groundcovers, could flourish. But I pity the trees that

try to reach deeper, hitting the wall of clay. After she grew tired of selling
perennials, my mother took up wheel-thrown pottery, still determined to
shape the earth. I wonder if it ever feels the same as digging in the soil in
her back yard.
Ancient people in the Southwest were destined to live on the fringe of
human survival. They depended on a thin layer of farmable soil, which
existed only in some corners of the land, at specific elevations and
exposures. Without fertilizers, and with the slowness of decay in the arid
land, the soil would only be replenished with flooding or the passage
of hundreds of years during which new soil blew in. This was a sparse
survival. I wander in their old haunts, and I see where the earth has not
been healed in 800 years. The soil stagnates. Even the prickly pear cactus
shrivels. No trees, no grasses, no signs of health and fruitfulness dare to
trespass into this desolation. These plots seem to be ancient farmland,
completely stripped of natural nutrients. Archaeologists say that this is
why they moved on to better places, why they left this and tried something
else, because the soil no longer held what they needed. And now? Now
Pueblo families are trapped, legally bound to one mesa, one spring and one
plot, with nowhere fresh to turn.
E A RT H WO R KS

There is no place where the creation of soil is as bizarre as in a cave. Rock
is dripped into being, drawn out of the traces of minerals in the water.
There is something profound where the earth has been hollowed out and
transformed. They say these features are fragile, and I know this to be true.
I have been in enough “dead” caves to recognize the damage that is easily
dealt. But there is also something indomitable, tenacious, persevering in
the creation of rock that takes place here. Certainly water can erode, but
water also brings re-creation. It reminds of geological time scales, the long
trends of existence, the cycles that the earth endures. Certainly it is no
excuse to abuse the earth, but there is resiliency here that is encouraging,
hopeful. That human beings have inhabited only a sliver of earth’s life, the
crust on the edge of time and space. Certainly there may be a point of no
return, as they say, when the earth will be beyond recovery. But as long as
the water still moves, still washes the soil and pushes its way through the
rock, we have not destroyed the earth’s beauty altogether.
They call it Fort Hill, sitting in the hill country of the Ohio River Valley. We
hike along the wooded top. Between the trees, there are mounds of earth,
drawn out in long, sinuous lines. They are two-thousand years old, more
than eight thousand six hundred feet in length, enclosing thirty-five point
three acres. “Even with backhoes, it would take years to move this much
dirt,” a friend remarks as we make our way through the woods. We keep
passing through the broad entryways that pierce the berm at intervals. We
keep glimpsing the mounds through the trees, reminding us that someone
called this earth their home. Someone altered it, claimed it, shaped it to
their whim. The berms are now so buried in the woods that it is hard to
imagine they could be human constructions, so much different from the
earthworks that are grassy, carefully manicured. But this wooded hilltop
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has protected that which was built to be the protector, a sentinel over the
land. We are a culture with little use for hilltops, little reason to climb out
of the valley and into the sky.

N ATA L I E C U N N I N G H A M

My mother decided to try propagating soil. We spent a weekend digging
through the front yard, overturning rocks and mining the soil for little,
slithering machines. We filled tubs with the poor, clay soil from the yard.
We threw in a few scraps and the dozens of earthworms. To keep the batch
warm, we brought it to a corner of the dining room. The tubs were heavy,
sealed loosely with interlocking flaps for a lid. Monday morning, there
were a few earthworms sneaking away from the tubs, leaving thin trails of
slime on the wood floors. We gathered them and returned them to their
new home. On Tuesday morning, there was an outright exodus. Dozens
of worms were scattered across the floor, some still slithering, others
dry and dead. I remember struggling to pick my path from my bedroom to
the kitchen, there were so many along the way and I dared not kill them
intentionally. That afternoon, we released them back to the wild and began
shopping for a better way to compost.
The soil has always held our homes together. In the Southwest, this is
especially true; adobe is the material of choice, and coursed masonry is
glued together with mud. Smoothed over with soil. Homes rise up from the
earth itself, becoming shelter. There ceases to be a difference between the
natural and the built environment. For centuries, people here sank rooms
below the earth’s surface so they would be warm in the winter, cool in the
summer. The soil stabilized the temperature—so simple and so wise. These
building strategies are natural and efficient, using local resources to make
life easier. Here, too, the soil was adapted for the creation of pottery. Earth
was mined, gathered in its most raw form, molded into something useful.
But it does not cease to be earth. It can be ground back down, returned
to a soft state. There is nothing in this process that poisons the ground,
that is unnatural or damaging (perhaps the consumption of wood for firing,
the creation of ash). But the clay is pure. It is soil that we can hold in our
hands, put to our lips, and drink from.
We visit El Malpais in New Mexico. It feels like we are on Fort Hill as I
glimpse a mound of soil through the trees, ringing me in as though to
protect me. Except this soil is not soft, not moved by the hands of man. It
is coarse, boulders and cinders and chunks of frozen lava. In a way, the soil
itself has melted and solidified. And surely it must be so, for in solid rock,
trees have found enough space to sprout. They have struck roots down into
what appears as bedrock. And that is what a plant must do to survive here,
for lava is all that I can see for miles. The lava forms a strange crust, riddled
with caves and tubes, some of which collapse to form shallow canyons.
Lava canyons. The effect is eerie, markedly foreign. This is a side of the
earth that we struggle to recognize, yet it is, in a strange way, a glorious
part of this place. It is a place where the earth has been made new, turned
inside-out.
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merritt k
What I Meant When
I H a n d e d Yo u t h e Ke y
i’m tired of giving.
i want you to take
everything about me
and crumple it into a
tidy heap beside
the hissing radiator.
later we can
do the work of unfolding
together, smoothing out
new lines with sure hands.
for now, inward pressure,
compression, and
the tense promise
of a spring.

N AT H A N WA D E C A R T E R
I m possi bly La rge Horn
I am parrots together.
We telepath to concrete veins.
We cross the black when told.
We don’t like to practice.
But that’s what water do.
Weather spits and pisses on the grooves of canyons.
What noise would this make,
A right-size needle and an impossibly large horn?
Coin toss into well. There’s a man down there
and the lip is lined with red. With pearl. With lick.
Who wins the race to sea? Who stirs their fresh into salt?
What men know me?
I am standing in waves wet at the crotch.
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N AT H A N WA D E C A R T E R
Patient
I cannot tell you
The meaning
Behind me
There are words
With no english
Translation
Not surprising
Our subtle loss
Yet not
A dark sponge
Stuck with mud
Cannot get in
Cannot get out
The way we bend
The words we say
To our benefit
You give me your fear
I fear
Please let me forget
What you meant
When you said
“I’m patient”

K A I L E Y A LY S S A
palisades
i shed light like dampness
to bloodmouth or cotton arches—			
that is to say, i like it when my belly stretches & holds
in wind undone for the desert; how fingers hook edges
of bra clasp

how dicks harden under cotton bolded

like a cliff but it’s too late—
prey in woods		

we roll back to standing

dark.
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K A I L E Y A LY S S A
h u nt i n g g ro u n d
seaside slumping & the scene unfolds like this:
in the back of his father’s car a stray elbow hits
overhead light

to find blood smeared vinyl.

salt rolls in.

wet clay on a wheel & i wax

into this picture slowly

mouth upturned

closed-form offering parts undone by darkness
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SARA LAUTMAN
overcast
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ZACHARY DOSS
The Natural Man
Your boyfriend decides to grow his hair out. He has always kept himself
carefully groomed, but lately he had been going to greater and greater
lengths to manage hair growth. He waxes, he trims, he clippers, he
tweezes. He keeps every follicle under such careful control that when he
says he’s going to grow it all out, just not worry about it for a while, you
aren’t surprised at how desperate he sounds, how lonely. You’ve always
been a more natural kind of guy, but he knew that when you started dating.
At first, there is only a slight shagginess that you find appealing. It’s
boyish and interesting. It’s something to grab on to, as you say when you
thread your fingers through his hair during sex. You return to his hair
frequently, ruffling it as you pass by or brushing it off his forehead when
you kiss him. This is okay, you think, this is nice. Of course the hair on
his body grows more slowly, so for the first several weeks you don’t even
notice that. You notice that his eyebrows seem less painstakingly arranged,
less cultivated.
Soon, every surface of his body is bristly with new hair. He’s
uncomfortable to hug or fuck. When you kiss, it feels like you are kissing
more beard than lip. The floor is covered with his hair. You have to sweep
frequently. Otherwise, hair sticks to the bottom of your feet when you get
out of the shower. When you have to pull the hairs off your feet, there is an
uncomfortable tug, like you are pulling the hairs out of your skin.
As your boyfriend’s hair proliferates, you drop hints about getting
rugburn when you sleep too close to him, or always finding small hairs
between your teeth, or even finding hair in your food. He ignores you while
his hair grows even longer. He develops a thick, shaggy coat all over his
body. You realize you never knew how much exactly he had to shave, how
much waxing he must have done. You wonder what you were doing while
your boyfriend was performing this maintenance. It must have taken hours.
One day, after a reluctant kiss, you notice that your boyfriend has
grown fangs. Did he always have fangs? You are reasonably sure he didn’t,
but there he is, with oversized, pointed canines. He must have been filing
them down all this time, you think. You search your bathroom for the tools,
for files and clippers that might have been used to make teeth look straight
and even and very normal. Then he grows long, craggy claws. And then
he can’t talk through his new, oversized teeth, so he barks or grunts. The
more strange-looking your boyfriend becomes, the more normal-looking
you remember him, until you remember him being perfect. Surely he had
to have been perfect to become this deeply imperfect.
You view the inevitable damage to your relationship as his fault, not
yours. You start to sleep on the couch, when you sleep at home. Usually you
are out all night. You go to parties where everyone wears only underwear,
and you admire the waxed chests and hairless backs. Eventually, you start
hooking up. It seems an inevitable progression. You still appreciate a
hairless asshole every once in a while. It seems like your boyfriend knows

what you’re getting up to. You come home in the early morning to find
ruined furniture, chewed-up shoes, and sometimes he has peed or shit on
the floor. When you leave, he stands at the door and whines, his eyes big,
trying to express how much he is going to miss you.
Eventually, you buy a collar and a chain and start tying him up in the
backyard. You stop telling the men you have sex with that you can’t bring
them home. You might as well, you think, as your boyfriend barks and
scratches at the door. He howls as you bury your face in every hairless
inch of every man you can find. It’s such a relief. Eventually, you find a
man you bring home a few times. Then he’s over for dinner, to watch a
movie, to nap and read on your couch. Your boyfriend barks and barks. He
comes inside sometimes, but you tell the man you keep bringing home
that your boyfriend is more of an outdoor pet. Out of guilt, you build your
boyfriend a little house back there, but he refuses to live in it. He looks at
you scornfully. He looks at the man you keep bringing home scornfully. He
looks at the little house scornfully. He doesn’t come to the door as often.
I think your dog hates me, the man you keep bringing home says.
Yeah, you say.

T H E N AT U R A L M A N
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ZACHARY DOSS
The Barbecue Supply Store
Uma Thurman comes into the barbecue supply store where your boyfriend
works and asks where to find the jumbo baby clothes. Your boyfriend
notices that Uma Thurman looks different in person, in the sense that she
is actually conjoined twins. Turns out movie directors and photographers
edit Uma Thurman out of movies and promotional pictures, or they edit
Uma Thurman out of movies and promotional pictures. They are both
called Uma Thurman. They are both very pretty. One of them looks better
from the left and one of them looks better from the right. I am the perfect
celebrity, she explains.
Your boyfriend tries to point out to Uma Thurmans that baby clothes
are not a barbecue supply but she shakes hear heads at him. I don’t think
you understand, she says, I need jumbo baby clothes. With her hands, of
which she has two sets, she indicates a baby with roughly the dimensions
of an aging John Travolta. Your boyfriend asks if she is pregnant and she
shakes her heads again. Just in case, she says. She repeats the aging John
Travolta motion with her hands.
Your boyfriend is still trying to explain that this is definitely a barbecue
supply store that doesn’t carry baby clothes when his manager comes up
and introduces himself to Uma Thurman and then to Uma Thurman. Uma
Thurman feels slighted because the manager introduced himself to Uma
Thurman first, but after all, he approached from the left. From the left, Uma
Thurman is no competition for Uma Thurman. Your boyfriend’s manager
agrees to provide Uma Thurman with whatever baby clothes she needs.
You, he says, are the perfect celebrity.
Your boyfriend creates baby clothes in roughly the dimensions of an
aging John Travolta. When presented with the baby clothes, Uma Thurmans
look upset. I don’t think you understand, she says, I need the jumbo baby
clothes. With her two sets of perfect hands, she indicates that there needs
to be room for, at least, a full-grown male Kodiak Bear with excellent
genetics. Your boyfriend goes about constructing baby clothes in the size
of a full-grown male Kodiak Bear with excellent genetics. Uma Thurmans
decide to wait overnight for the clothes to be finished, making small talk
with the manager while your boyfriend sews in the back. Your boyfriend’s
manager asks Uma Thurmans what Meryl Streep was like in person. She
is also conjoined twins, Uma Thurman says, one of them is named Greta.
It takes four employees to carry out the baby clothes for the full-grown
male Kodiak Bear with excellent genetics. Uma Thurmans are angry. Are
you confused about what jumbo means? she asks. With her hands, she
indicates a baby with the silhouette of a mythological kraken.
In a room full of fabric, your boyfriend sews baby clothes for a baby
with the silhouette of a mythological kraken. It takes days to get the arms
right. Your boyfriend has not eaten or slept in a week.
When the baby clothes with the silhouette of a mythological kraken
are finished, it takes two dozen barbecue supply employees several

T H E B A R B E C U E S U P P LY S T O R E

hours to lay it out in the food court for Uma Thurmans’ inspection. Uma
Thurmans crawl inside the baby clothes. They smell faintly of propane, but
your boyfriend’s stitches are small and neat. Uma Thurmans play in the
baby clothes, poking their heads out of different armholes, waving to your
boyfriend and his manager, or playing peek-a-boo, Uma Thurman bursting
out to surprise Uma Thurman. Boo, Uma Thurman says to Uma Thurman,
startling her.
After the kraken baby clothes, Uma Thurmans are pleased. They want
more baby clothes. Your boyfriend keeps sewing bigger and bigger baby
clothes, Uma Thurmas’ four hands describing mountains and oceans,
continents and planets, tracing the shape of footie pajamas that would
keep the galaxy warm enough. Uma Thurmans tell your boyfriend that
eventually they will have a baby, and that baby will grow into the baby
clothes. Uma Thurmans, like all mothers, are excited for their baby to grow
large enough to swallow a sun. It will be a jumbo baby, Uma Thurmans say.
Eventually, Uma Thurmans have to leave. I need to go to the Yankee
Candle Company, Uma Thurman says, so they can take my baby pictures.
As they are leaving, Uma Thurman shakes your boyfriend’s hand. Then
Uma Thurman shakes your boyfriend’s hand. When they are done shaking
his hand, Uma Thurman cuts off your boyfriend’s arm with a katana. I’m
sorry, Uma Thurman says, I’m sure you understand. Uma Thurmans take
the arm with them as they go.
I learned to sew jumbo baby clothes better than anyone in the world,
your boyfriend tells you years later, when he has finally finished all of the
baby clothes. You put your hand on your boyfriend’s arm, the spot where
your boyfriend’s arm used to be until one of the Uma Thurmans cut it off. It
is his left arm, so you can guess which Uma Thurman it was. Uma Thurman
truly is the perfect celebrity, you say, and your boyfriend nods.
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ZACHARY DOSS
One Word for It
Your boyfriend is trying to learn how to un-name things. You don’t take
this pursuit any more seriously than his other diversions, but he devotes
hours of study to the practice. He just got fired, and you think he wants to
un-name the restaurant he worked for to fuck with his old boss. This is an
awful lot of trouble to go to, you say.
It’s not about that, he says.
His first few efforts are an awful lot of trouble. The first try involves
strange-looking glyphs, a bucket of oranges, a homeless black dog, and a
knife. It is extremely messy and at the end, neither of you can remember
what those things are called. You know, those things that are like cupcakes
but … not cupcakes? Immediately, it seems like un-naming is very
irritating. The word for not-cupcakes vanishes from bakeries and signs and
advertisements and people take to ordering frosting-less cupcakes or bread
cupcakes or just making a little outline with their fingers. I’m not sure I’m in
love with this as a hobby for you, you say to your boyfriend.
I’m sure I can get it right, he says.
Subsequent attempts are more successful, although mostly they create
more confusion. You find yourself constantly trying to talk around things.
You coin terms like lawn hair and glass fish cage and foot glove. Your
boyfriend does eventually un-name the restaurant he worked for, but shows
no sign of stopping. You try to convince him that he is just making it more
difficult for people to exist in the world, but he’s convinced that he is acting
for the public good.
It’s true the language has taken on a strange, almost Shakespearian
complexity, and everything sounds lovelier this way, less precise but more
emotional. Still, you are wholly unconvinced you want to live the rest of
your life in an undergraduate creative writing exercise. Your aggravation
manifests itself in a series of increasingly obtuse arguments. You can’t
quite say that he’s doing it on purpose, but your boyfriend keeps taking
away your ability to communicate, reducing your pool of available nouns.
When the black dog corpses piling up behind the garage begin to smell, the
only way you can articulate your outrage is by saying, Stop doing that thing
you keep doing, it’s not great.
You think he should understand but he doesn’t, just shakes his head
at you as if you are being deliberately obscure. You resort to inarticulate
screaming, and to be completely honest, you are surprised by how deeply
satisfying you find it. You scream, again and again, imbuing each scream with
incredibly nuanced emotions you find it too frustrating to communicate in
any other way.
He sits at the edge of your bed until you are finished screaming. I’m
sorry, he says. I thought this would help. He says other things, things that
sound lovely to you in the way that hearing someone speak Italian is lovely.
It is impassioned and elegant garbage. When he’s done, he looks at you
pleadingly and you can only shake your head. You laugh uncomfortably

because you don’t understand. You attempt to reassure him, but it comes
out as a startled bark.
He takes your hand in his and cradles it, rolling his thumb over the skin
and bone. The un-naming starts with the pads of your fingers, the ridges of
your fingertips, your knuckles, your skin, each sculpture of bone. He goes up
your arm, your elbow, your shoulder, removing the name from each muscle
group and vein and tissue cluster, each lump of cartilage. Freckles, hairs,
moles, warts, tumors, he un-names. His finger traces your jaw until you do
not know finger or jaw. He un-genders you, un-sexes you, smudges away
the details of your face, any softness or hardness you may once have had is
now unspeakable. He whispers your name gently and then that goes too, he
peels it off you and you are naked and what remains is beautiful and beyond
description.
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